
no small order  

indoors life at home

How organized can an 1,100-square-foot 
home be? This one perfectly fits two artists, 
one toddler, and a home-based business.
by kelly ryan kegans  photos bill holt  styling janna lufkin
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 “Long ago, I began training myself  
to have a place for everything.”  sharilyn wright
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family room  It’s fitting that Sharilyn Wright’s 
business creating handmade paper products is called LovelyDesign. 
That perfectly describes the Vancouver-area home she shares 
with her partner, Charles Guan, and 2-year-old daughter, Adelaide. 
Sharilyn, known in the blogosphere for her color-coded address 
file (see page 31), relies on color and clever storage solutions to 
keep her home organized. “I’m a gatherer and we have lots of 
collections, but I have to have a place for everything or I can feel 
stressed,” she says. Rooms are awash in a peaceful palette of 
blue-gray and warm oranges that keeps the space visually 
cohesive and “makes every room feel fresh,” she says. “I 
remember things by color so that’s how I tend to sort my stuff.” 
Bookcases serve as an open divider between the family and 
dining rooms (4, 5). “While I like big open spaces, I wanted to 
create little nooks where you can cozy up.” In another corner of 
the shared space, Sharilyn uses white metal file drawers (3) to 
stow away toys and media gadgets. The couple created a low 
shelf for Adelaide’s books in the dining room (1, 2) by removing 
the sliding doors from a shelf and mounting it on the wall.
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creative spaces 
Although Adelaide is only 2, Sharilyn says she 
provides plenty of storage at a toddler’s level 
so her daughter can help tidy her own 
things. That includes the kitchen (1), where 
Sharilyn designated a low drawer for 
Adelaide’s dishes and recently made drawer 
dividers to keep it organized (2). “I’m hoping 
to show and teach her—by example—how 
good and easy it can be to keep things nice 
and neat,” Sharilyn says. In a similar way, 
Sharilyn customized the upstairs bedrooms 
to better suit her family’s lifestyle. When she 
noticed that the largest of the couple’s three 
bedrooms—the master suite—was 
underused, she remade it into her studio/
family art room, opposite. “It was crazy 
because the biggest room in the house was 
one we used the least. That’s when I decided 
to make the big switcheroo,” Sharilyn says. “I 
love it in here now. It’s big and the windows 
make it open and bright.” Three large 
industrial tables allow Sharilyn to spread out 
her projects, and multiple drawer cabinets 
(3) store art supplies. Sharilyn removed the 
closet’s bifold doors and outfitted the nook 
with a desk and shelves (4). 
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from her  
blog to you 

sharilyn inspires her 
blog readers with 
clever ideas taken from 
around her house. she 
snapped a photo of 
these drawer dividers, 
right, for adelaide’s 
dishes. for step-by-
step instructions, visit  
lovelydesign.blogspot 
.com (click on 
“homemade boxes”).
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sharilyn repurposes “found” paper, old maps, schoolbooks, and  
library ephemera to make her one-of-a-kind treasures: “far away mailbox”  

stationery (5), card packets (6) , and an address file (7). 
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indoors life at home

addie’s room 
Adelaide has her own growing 
collection of objects in her 
bedroom (1). Wooden toys, 
pinecones gathered on nature walks, 
and paintings made with her artist 
parents (3) are part of the rotating 
display. The shelves near Adelaide’s 
bed once held Sharilyn’s office 
supplies when the room was her art 
studio. “I was standing there one 
day, trying to think about how to 
use the wooden pegs, when 
Adelaide skipped right by and hung 
her necklaces and bracelets from 
them,” Sharilyn chuckles. On another 
wall in the room, Sharilyn hung 
wooden cubbies (2) and used 
colorful fabric swatches as backing. 
“It’s our little treasure wall that we 
can add to over time,” she says. 

“We live in a small space 
and I’m here full-time, so I 
have to keep it organized.”
                    sharilyn wright

For buying information see page 132.
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